True calling for women comes from God

By KRISTI KOLSKI
News Writer

Women do not need to be ordained by the Church because they can ordained by God, Edwina Gateley said at an audience last night in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium. In a lecture entitled "One Woman’s Story, A Journey of Faith," Gateley, a nun and missionary, chronicled her life history and perseverance to achieve faith in a world that is constantly pulling in the opposite direction.

Gateley said that her calling comes from a feeling "deep within her belly." Yet at the same time, a fear exists in our hearts that cause us to rationalize away our impulse to do what is right.

Society, the media, and politicians are constantly "telling us to be the best, build defenses, fly your flag the highest and stay on top" in order to retain security, Gateley said. However, according to Gateley, we don’t want our security at the expense of God for he is constantly "telling us to take care of the little ones."

She concluded with the idea that we must all stand up all of our lives because "we cannot commit ourselves to anything unless we must always be on the journey towards faith."

Gateley began her journey in Uganda were she worked for three years as a lay woman. Her entry into Africa, however, was not an easy path. She first went to the Bishop in Britain in hopes that he would guide her. He only responded with the idea that she “must first join a congregation.” The Bishop then proceeded to explain that the church has boxes and categories into which everyone must fit.

Gately relied on the power of God to follow her calling. She stated that "God is like a referral agency, he looks in the walls of our institutions, in our society and in our confidence."

Returning to Britain, Gateley felt a strong desire to start a lay missionary movement. She, however, did not receive the blessing of the Church since both Cardinal or the Church. This missionary communities around Britain conceived and decided to grant Gateley a house and 6,000 dollars. With these provisions she started the Voluntary Missionary Movement. The group eventually grew to encompass 500 men and women from 25 countries around the world. It was at that point the Bishop came and blessed her movement.

With the growing support of her movement, Gateley had achieved success and recognition. Entertained she had a feeling that she was "buying into the system and that she should move on."

At this point, Gateley had another feeling in her body to believe. Hence, she discovered she had to again withdraw from the safety and security of her life in Britain and the successes she had achieved.

She then went to Nigeria and entered the seminary. She emerged six years later with a degree in Theology. However, her calling was not enough.

Gateley prepared to purchase a trailer and she spent nine months living in the mountains to come to the realization that "we must be broken to understand our resurrection."

see GATELEY / page 3

Nuclear deal leaves questions

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

The U.S.-North Korea nuclear deal brings with reach central Clinton administration goal of stopping production of nuclear weapons. But it leaves unanswered a big question: Is North Korea already nuclear armed?

In hailing the agreement Tuesday, President Clinton did not mention North Korea's current nuclear capabilities, but he said the accord would bring an "end to the threat of nuclear proliferation on the Korean Peninsula."

Earlier this year, the administration had threatened to push United Nations economic sanctions against North Korea to force it to reveal its past nuclear activities. But now it is willing to wait several years to get the answer.

Clinton said that the important thing was that North Korea would not make more weapons, and that a U.N. nuclear watchdog agency would be allowed to verify the ban.

Clinton said he was sending Robert Gallucci, the chief U.S. negotiator on the deal, back to Geneva on Friday to sign the accord, which the president said included U.S. agreement to ease long-standing restrictions on trade with North Korea.

Clinton also said the United States and North Korea would move toward establishing liaison offices in each other's capital - a step that could lead to creating full diplomatic relations.

The U.S. believes North Korea probably has built and stocked away one or two nuclear weapons. Would the United States use them? Would they threaten to use such weapons? Such weapons would have little utility, and North Korea's leaders, one crude bomb could be an effective coercive weapon, he said.

Gallucci said North Korea would not produce new nuclear weapons. That would ensure, at least on paper, that the North would not make more bombs.

In exchange, North Korea would get new diplomatic links to the United States, which has never formally recognized the North since it established itself as a separate, communist nation in 1945 under postwar Soviet direction.

The lead Korean negotiator, Kang Sok Ju, said the agreement should result in "all the nearly two years of tension over the country's nuclear ambitions."

U.S. scholars who study North Korea from its too early to declare the problem solved.

Some, in interviews Tuesday they are optimistic that the worst of the crisis has passed. Others said some aspects of the deal are troubling.

Major Harrison, a longtime Korea watcher at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, said that while he wants to study details yet to be published, "I think this agreement will prove to be a "very important turning point."

"It shows North Korea is ready to give up its nuclear program," he said.

Fall Festival: A chance to help the neighbors

By BRAD PRENDERGAST
News Writer

Sign-ups for Fall Festival "94 with World Today and tomorrow" are now in the dining halls. Kevin Kavaler, associate director of the festival, announced the Hall Presidents Council meeting last night.

The festival, in which Notre Dame students work with South Bend residents to beautify the Northeast Neighborhood, will be held November 5.

"It's similar to an urban renewal project," said Kavaler. Participants will be planting bulbs donated by the University and cleaning up residential yards and parks for the local community.

"It's a great way for students to get involved in the South Bend community," Karen DelRay, chairperson of the project, said. "Students and local residents a better understanding of each other and break down the stereotypes that they have of one another."

Open to everyone connected to the University, the festival will begin Wednesday afternoon and continue Thursday. Signs for the party are posted on residence halls.

Over 400 students participated last year, and DelRay is hoping for even more participation this year.

Sign-ups will also be held on campus Nov. 10. Tickets will go on sale after fall break.

see BUTLER / page 3

Butler

"He knocked people's socks off, they were openly weeping," said professor Galvan Sayers, director of the Notre Dame creative writing program, of Robert Olen Butler's performance Wednesday.

Robert Olen Butler

Robert, a 1993 Pulitzer prize winner for his collection of short stories "A Good Scent From A Strange Mountain," will join Notre Dame once again tonight at 7:30 in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

Butler, described by Sayers as a "fabulous reader" will read from his most recent works as part of his week long Creative Writing Department Creative Writing Department.

Butler will also be visiting the Visiting Writers class discussing and consulting with students about his Pulitzer prize-winning book in which
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Inside Column

The game was one of the most competitive pastimes I have witnessed in a while. The constant sound of helmets colliding and players groaning gave the game such a primal, not to mention terrifying, effect. One player made a key tackle and out of excitement he bent down and plucked a feather from a bird in the air as if he were playing a violin, what's up with that? After a touchdown, the receiver masqueraded around flapping his arms in the air, signaling the crowd to stand, though we wore our teeth.

These games are not for fun, they are intense emotional displays taken to heart. Interhall football is the last childhood pristine for the men playing in the games. Not to mention the small group members bordering the sidelines clapping and chanting such refrains as, "Who's your Daddy? Your don't know who you are!" They add such a special touch. Where else could you go to watch a stiff man dressed in "dumer" sports gear chain-smoking on the sideline, screaming for his gang? All and all, it was an exceptional way to spend a Sunday. It almost gave me that warm nostalgic high school feeling. I wanted to do "the wave" and cheer and see how much fun this game could be!

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily that of The Observer.
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World at a Glance

Southwestern Texas floods blamed for death of seven

HOUSTON
A Bredghter's coat draped over her shoulders, Oma McCalister clutched her metal cane and a few other possessions Tuesday as she was lifted in a rescue boat from floodwaters that had reached doorknob level.

"In 18 years no water's ever been in my house," said the 56-year-old Ms. McCalister, who lives down the street from Simay. She and thousands more across southwest Texas were driven from their homes by three days of rain that have swollen rivers and other waterways.

The floods were blamed for at least seven deaths. Three rescuers and five others, including a 2-month-old boy, were missing and presumed drowned.

In southeastern Houston, where Ms. McCalister lives, scores of people stood on high ground Tuesday and flagged down rescue trucks or boats. With daytime nearly as dark as night, some people shined flashlights to show their positions. Outside the city, some people were plucked from rooftops.

About 10,000 people were out of their homes and 30 counties were threatened by flooding. At least 14 shelters were opened at least 30 shelters for the homeless.

A rescue boat brought as much as 30 inches of rain to some areas and was expected to continue.

Prince Charles faces doomed marriage

LONDON
Prince Charles's future subjects are divided as they feast on an official biography revealing the man born to be king as an unhappy child and an asthmatic husband trapped in a loveless marriage. Lawyers for the couple said Tuesday that their marriage was "no truth" in reports Charles and Diana have agreed to get a divorce and a financial settlement.

The lawyers issued a joint statement after a French weekly, Voici, said Diana was to get a $38.5 million payoff. The weekly said the material came from a book to be published next month on Diana. But while doubts remained about a royal divorce, the Charles biography left little doubt that the marriage is truly over. The prince aides hope his candor will boost his public image. So far, much reaction is hostile and the gamble is off.

Film star Raul Julia suffers stroke

NEW YORK
Raul Julia, the star of films like "Kiss of the Spider Woman" and "The Addams Family," suffered a stroke, but doctors are optimistic he will make a full recovery. The 54-year-old actor played Gomez Addams in two films, has starred in several Broadway shows, and appeared in Joseph Papp's acclaimed Shakespeare festival.

Indiana Weather

National Weather


Line indicates high temperature range for the day.

Chicago 75 60

Denver 68 47

Los Angeles 76 60

Minneapolis 57 43

New York 67 54

Philadelphia 70 54

Philadelphia 70 54

St. Louis 70 59

Boston 64 51

Miami 84 71

Washington DC 58 50

Atlanta 75 60

Dallas 62 64

Los Angeles 76 60

Miami 84 71

Overall, the A-bredghter's coat drapes over her shoulders, Oma McCalister clutched her metal cane and a few other possessions Tuesday as she was lifted in a rescue boat from floodwaters that had reached doorknob level.

"In 18 years no water's ever been in my house," said the 56-year-old Ms. McCalister, who lives down the street from Simay. She and thousands more across southwest Texas were driven from their homes by three days of rain that have swollen rivers and other waterways.

The floods were blamed for at least seven deaths. Three rescuers and five others, including a 2-month-old boy, were missing and presumed drowned.

In southeastern Houston, where Ms. McCalister lives, scores of people stood on high ground Tuesday and flagged down rescue trucks or boats. With daytime nearly as dark as night, some people shined flashlights to show their positions. Outside the city, some people were plucked from rooftops.

About 10,000 people were out of their homes and 30 counties were threatened by flooding. At least 14 shelters were opened at least 30 shelters for the homeless.

A rescue boat brought as much as 30 inches of rain to some areas and was expected to continue.

Prince Charles faces doomed marriage

LONDON
Prince Charles's future subjects are divided as they feast on an official biography revealing the man born to be king as an unhappy child and an asthmatic husband trapped in a loveless marriage. Lawyers for the couple said Tuesday that their marriage was "no truth" in reports Charles and Diana have agreed to get a divorce and a financial settlement.

The lawyers issued a joint statement after a French weekly, Voici, said Diana was to get a $38.5 million payoff. The weekly said the material came from a book to be published next month on Diana. But while doubts remained about a royal divorce, the Charles biography left little doubt that the marriage is truly over. The prince aides hope his candor will boost his public image. So far, much reaction is hostile and the gamble is off.

Film star Raul Julia suffers stroke

NEW YORK
Raul Julia, the star of films like "Kiss of the Spider Woman" and "The Addams Family," suffered a stroke, but doctors are optimistic he will make a full recovery. The 54-year-old actor played Gomez Addams in two films, has starred in several Broadway shows, and appeared in Joseph Papp's acclaimed Shakespeare festival.

Flash flood warnings

Texas flooding

Flash flood warnings and watches were in effect across a wide area.

"It ain't over yet, folks," said Ed Schafer, assistant coordinator for the state Emergency Management Division. "It will probably get worse in terms of impact before it gets better.

"Pray for these people," Gov. Ann Richards said after returning to the Lake Livingston area about 10 miles north of Houston. "There's an awful lot of water out here and a lot more water coming out of their homes."

Among the people killed was a man trying to drive through high water in Grimes County, 40 miles north of Houston. His pickup was swept into a creek.

In Houston, all entrances to downtown from Interstate 10, the main east-west freeway, were under water at midday Tuesday. Other freeways were closed. The nation's fourth-largest city was blocked in places.

The disaster would probably reach 100-year proportions if the rainfall continued into Wednesday, said Art Daley, executive director of the Harris County Flood Control District.

Chocolate beer: Latest London craze

LONDON
Beer drinkers and chocolate lovers might cringe, but a big British brewer thinks a marriage will please the palate and go down smooth. Odd as Faffles Chocolate Mild may sound, the Whitbread Beer Co. of London is introducing the brand in 2,000 British pubs beginning Wednesday. Whitbread is convinced drinkers will be enticed by "a beer you wouldn't think exists." "It's not like a chocolate milkshake," said Lorraine Thomson, marketing manager for Whitbread's ales. Still, not everybody thinks the brownish beer containing 3 percent chocolate, is a good idea to unleash on Britain's millions of beer drinkers, many of them fiercely loyal to their bitter, stouts and lagers. "That's horrible," said Paula Daley, who manages a London pub that adroitly will not be selling the chocolate beer. "It looks disgusting." While admitting her palate might be jaded to the taste of chocolate she pushes every day, Porter couldn't find any in her glass of Faffles. "It's got no chocolate doesn't come to mind," she said. Whitbread nonetheless believes "people who like good beer, challenging to the palate," will save the beer, which contains 4.6 percent alcohol by volume and an "absolutely minimal" amount of chocolate flavor. A chocolate beer is not gimmicky," Thomson said, although she is sure the Whitbread executive introducing the brand "probably amounts of money, ranging in the thousands of dollars, to develop the beer. So they are in a no-lose situation, even if beer guzzlers and chocolate fans decide they'd rather not mix things up.
Hall closing hurts seniors
BY PEGGY LENCZEWSKI
New Writer

Saint Mary's College Residence Hall Association (RHA) is pleased with the student support of Alcohol Awareness Week and hopes that the support continues through the week.

Cross RHA representative Cecsfu is hopeful, according to the Holy Cross Hall's mass and a woman's sexuality in the future about the effects of alcohol on women Wednesday night at seven o'clock in the Regina North Lounge.

The RHA and SAB sponsored Halloween Party will be held at Dallhowsy's on Monday, October 31. There will be a pumpkin decorating contest, and the winner will receive a certificate or care package.

A discussion will be held concerning senior housing and the closing of Augusta Hall November third in Stapleton Lounge.

Many juniors are upset over the closing of the hall because it offered a lot of senior housing. Next year, the convent will expand into the hall.

A final Sesquicentennial photograph will be taken in front of Le Mans Hall on Tuesday, November first. It will be shown December eighth on Good Morning America.

Peter Davis
Renowned Documentary Filmmaker
Presents His Latest Work:
In Darkest Hollywood:
Cinema and Apartheid
A Social History of South Africa Seen Through the Movies
Tonight!
7:00 p.m., Room 141, DeBartolo

Sponsored by African & African-American Studies, Communication & Theatre Department, Notre Dame African Students Association

Fall Festival '94
The Northeast Neighborhood Rejuvenation Project
Saturday, November 5th
Fall Festival is a one-day service project to show Notre Dame's support for the South Bend Community.

The project will be followed by a block party for all volunteers.

If you are interested in being a part of Fall Festival '94, sign up in the dining halls, the CSC, or the LaFortune Information Desk.

Any Questions, please call Karen DuBay at 271-8992.

Butler
continued from page 1
be explored the lives of Vietnamese whoimmigrated to the United States following the Vietnam War.

The Chicago Tribune said of his Pulitzer prize winning work, "Butler's achievement is not only to reveal the inner lives of the Vietnamese, but to show through their eyes how the rest of us appear.

Says believes Butler is best known for his "triumph of a tremendous range of international themes that run throughout his books including, "American popular culture, gender issues, religion, and the clash between tradition and new culture." He has published seven novels since 1981, his most recent being "The Whispers," praised by the New York Times as "a fully realized and important expression of the era.

Butlers works can be found in "The Best of American Short Stories" and "New Notez From the South." His notoriety as a respected writer has won him the 1993 Guggenheim Fellowship for Fiction and the Rosenthal Foundation Award, given by the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

Sayers is delighted to have brought Butler to campus, opening the department and encouraging anyone interested to stop by tonight or during the week.

Butler's reading tonight is free, open to the public and is sure to live up to last year's performance.
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Investment Banking Opportunities at CS First Boston

CS First Boston, a leading global investment banking firm, will be recruiting for its financial analyst program. Positions are available in the Investment Banking Department. All Seniors are invited to attend a presentation.

*Presentation:*
Wednesday, October 19, 1994
The Alumni Room
The Morris Inn
6:00 p.m.

*Interviewing Schedule:*
Investment Banking
**November 14, 1994**

*For further information and inquiries, please contact:*
Greg Miller
(212) 909-3061

CS FIRST BOSTON
Iraq opens doors to sites

By NEIL MACFARQUHAR
Associated Press

MUSAFFAR IRAQ
International sanctions lifted,
Iraq opened a missile test site
and an explosives factory for a
limited tour by the media Tues­
day.
The tour of two munitions
plants run by the secretive
Military Industrialization Corp.
is part of Iraq's campaign to
press the U.N. Security Council
to begin testing the U.N. sur­
veillance system in Baghdad
and other Iraqi sites.

Once the Security Council
determines that the weapons-
monitoring system works,
Baghdad wants the United
Nations to rescind the debilita­
tive economic sanctions it
imposed on Iraq for invading
Kuwait in August 1990.

“We have an important objec­
tive: to lift the sanctions to end
the suffering of our people,”
said Husein Amin, a missile
engineer who directs the liaison
office with U.N. monitoring
teams.
The tour occurred during the
latest crisis over Saddam
Hussein's military actions —
Iraqi soldiers flooded south­
ward toward the Kuwait bor­
der last week before U.S. forces
were sent to Kuwait and the
Gulf region.

Saddam's weapons of mass
destruction have been dismantled
since the Gulf War but
many in the West believe Iraq
provoked the confrontation
mostly in hopes of getting the
sanctions dropped.

Rolfe Ekeus, head of the U.N.
Special Commission charged
with dismantling Iraq's military
programs, says the monitoring
system needs a six-month test­
ing period, after which it can be
considered operational.

At that point, Iraq asserts, it
will have complied with all U.N.
requirements about the
weapons and should be allowed
to resume oil sales, lifeline of
its economy.

Iraq last month cut govern­
ment rations by almost half
because of shortages and poor
harvests.
The U.N. agency providing
humanitarian aid in Iraq warned a health and food crisis
could worsen, the official Iraqi
News Agency reported.

Future volunteers?
Students attend an informational meeting given by the Holy Cross
Volunteer Program at the Center for Social Concerns yesterday.

Major will proceed
cautiously with IRA

Associated Press

LONDON
Prime Minister John Major
said Tuesday he would press
ahead with "care and caution"
to bring peace to Northern Ire­
lan:
The Irish Republican Army's
political allies, meanwhile,
renewed their demand for
wholehearted government par­
ticipation in the peace process.

Martin McGuinness, vice
president of Sinn Fein, the
political party supporting the
IRA, called on Britain to
remove its troops from
Northern Ireland and start
talks.

Major has been pressured to
start multi-party talks since the
IRA declared a cease-fire seven
weeks ago. Pro-British Protestant
gunmen declared a truce last
week.

Major said there was "per­
haps a better chance than we
have known at any time in the
last quarter of a century" for a
solution.

"I intend to take the opportu­
nities that exist," he said.
But Major warned there was
no certainty of success.

Britain must take its opportu­
nities "with care, with caution
and in our own time," he said,
adding that British troops
would remain "as long as is
necessary."

Kim
Pohlman
is 19 Today!
Happy Birthday!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Fritzie
Call 284-4025 and wish
her a Happy Birthday!

Kate
Kaplan

Kaplan helps you focus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

great scores...

Last chance
to prepare for
the December test

1-800-KAP-TEST
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**MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS RESPONDS**

Dear Editor:

In light of the number of pieces published recently in The Observer which contain erroneous information concerning the athletic facilities available to the Saint Mary's community, I am compelled to compose this letter.

During the student presentations for the Multicultural Affairs event about Maya Angelou, presentation were sold to any person or group, and no tickets were distributed to any person or group prior to May 22. Twenty percent of the original number of tickets is reserved for distribution to local community groups and organizations, e.g., local schools, media, African American organizations, and to Notre Dame's Office of Multicultural Student Affairs and alumni.

Fifteen percent of the tickets were reserved for members of the general community and available on a first-come, first-served basis. The remaining tickets were made available to the Saint Mary's community.

Many letters stated that the presentation should have been scheduled for the Angela Athletic Facility. In negotiations with Dr. Angelou's agents, it was clearly stated that she will not perform in an athletic facility without a number of costly modifications to such a facility.

I am both troubled and gratified by the articles and letters that I have read in The Observer.

Dear Editor:

In light of the number of pieces published recently in The Observer which contain erroneous information concerning the athletic facilities available to the Saint Mary's community, I am compelled to compose this letter.

During the student presentations for the Multicultural Affairs event about Maya Angelou, presentation were sold to any person or group, and no tickets were distributed to any person or group prior to May 22. Twenty percent of the original number of tickets is reserved for distribution to local community groups and organizations, e.g., local schools, media, African American organizations, and to Notre Dame's Office of Multicultural Student Affairs and alumni.

Fifteen percent of the tickets were reserved for members of the general community and available on a first-come, first-served basis. The remaining tickets were made available to the Saint Mary's community.

Many letters stated that the presentation should have been scheduled for the Angela Athletic Facility. In negotiations with Dr. Angelou's agents, it was clearly stated that she will not perform in an athletic facility without a number of costly modifications to such a facility.

I am both troubled and gratified by the articles and letters that I have read in The Observer.

I am troubled because no writer has attempted to contact this office for clarification before publishing incorrect information. I am gratified that there is such a great demand on the Saint Mary's and Notre Dame campuses for attendance at a presentation by a great African American writer.

I remind members of the Saint Mary's and University of Notre Dame communities that the door of the Office of Multicultural Affairs is always open to answer questions. I also remind the readership that the Office of Multicultural Affairs sponsors numerous events every semester by equally talented persons, but there are usually more seats than people. I sincerely hope that in the future we can generate this kind of interest even though the speaker might not be an international celebrity.

MARICELA RAMIREZ

Office of Multicultural Affairs
Saint Mary's College

**Who checks up on Student Affairs?**

Dear Editor:

A week and a half ago I submitted a resolution in the Student Senate, aimed at protecting the interests of students. I am writing this letter to explain my efforts and ask for your support.

We know that Student Affairs is virtually unaccountable in its oversight of student affairs. The potential for abuses by Student Affairs is outlined in detail in the resolution. I believe that we must do something about this frightening fact.

Unfortunately, Student Government at Notre Dame is far too concerned with how to spend the student activities fee. While Student Government should not be faulted for fulfilling this responsibility, who is protecting our interests? Who is working against Student Affairs? Unfortunately, the answer is that no one is protecting student rights and interests on a daily basis.

My resolution seeks to form a commission that will be the watchdog of student rights and interests. The commission would document abuses by Student Affairs and periodically report its findings. The people that serve on this commission will be focused on student rights and interests. We would work on your behalf and in your interest.

The student senate will meet to discuss this issue at 6:30 on Wednesday October 19 in the Notre Dame Room on the 2nd floor of La Fortune. I encourage you to stop by and support this effort for student empowerment.

**ND's PRIVATE BATTLE: HIGHER LEARNING VS. WARPED REALITY**

Dear Editor:

I used to find myself continually asking "Why here?" I found myself entangled in a web of pervasive negativity: racism, homophobia, sexism, general trivialization of the important, and the blotting of the trivial. I find myself still asking this question, but more in a context of what I can do when up against so cunning and overwhelming a social force as there is here.

I was recently horrified by the circumstances surrounding two incidents on campus. First, the "fags must die" epithet scrawled by some close-minded fascists in the name of God. Where is the Administration on that? Here is an opportunity to show that Catholicism no longer supports homophobia, but rather, perhaps, is an attempt to generate an ethnic and religious backlash.

Secondly, this entire issue of the sexist portrayal of women found in half-quotes. The very existence of any such grotesque literature reveals a certain quite, inhuman psychological bent of this so-called place of higher learning. I had to bitterly laugh at the scrambled response of dorm representatives, etc. Rather than acknowledge this trend towards woman bashing, they pulled in the drabwrite to their respective little dorm worlds.

Sometimes, I wonder if there are any other people on this campus that have my viewpoint. I see people rushing straight lines to their classes, and I notice when people are "too busy" to hold a real conversation with me. I beg, I plead, I refuse to accept this schools warped version of reality. I see blindness. I acknowledge this close-minded syndrome. I ask you to take a stand for something. I live the individuals of this school. I despise the masses of business clad pseudo-scholars bent on continuing the corporate slavery and destruction of our world. Take a stand.

DAVID MCMAHON

Junior

Diane House

---

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"Once the law starts asking questions, there's no stopping them."

—William S. Burroughs
Children grow up fast. Within the brief period of time that they are children, interaction with positive adult role models is essential. Most Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students are fortunate enough to understand the beneficial effects of adult friendship and guidance.

Social relationships can influence a child's development. Unfortunately, not all children have positive adult role models in their lives. Luckily, many people who are members of the Saint Joseph community recognize this problem and are working to correct the situations.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Saint Joseph County is a not-for-profit social service organization dedicated to befriending children, ages six to thirteen, from single-parent homes. According to Chris Collins, a junior participant in the program, the goal of the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program is to help children develop positive personal growth. By enabling them to interact with adult volunteers, on a one-to-one basis, with professional supervision and support services they tend to show improvement.

Collins explained that many of these children often experience difficulties in social situations, school settings, and within the community in general. The service believes that the friendship, companionship, and guidance of a caring adult can make a great difference in the lives of these children.

The first Big Brother agency began in Cincinnati in 1903. It was founded by a group of businessmen who befriended fatherless boys in the city. Other cities soon followed and in 1947, thirteen agencies from across the country united to form Big Brothers of America.

In 1962, a group of women in New York began caring for girls who came before the New York Children's Court. This became known as the Big Sisters of America.

The two groups merged in 1977 to form Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America.

In 1976 Big Brothers started as an interest group on the Notre Dame campus. One year later Big Sisters was formed through a South Bend Concerned Women's group. In 1973 both groups merged into one program and secured funding through the United Way. United Way funds the majority of the program's annual budget. Other income is generated from contributions of volunteers and individual donations.

The program is now organized through the Center for Social Concerns. Junior John Scheidler is involved in Notre Dame's Big Brother program and deems the program a great success. "It is a satisfying feeling for both the volunteer and the child to learn from each other's experiences."

Scheidler has developed a close friendship with his little brother, Terrell. Their time together consists of a tutoring session and a recreation session where the two play Nintendo, roller-skate, or engage in other activities on campus.

"Both the volunteer and the child benefit from the relationship," Scheidler said.

This month Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Saint Joseph County is celebrating twenty-five years of successful matches between adults and area youth.

Festivities include a luncheon October 14 at South Bend's Century Center. The luncheon, hosted by WNDU news anchor, Maureen McFadden, will highlight successful matches. The luncheon will also feature the opening of an art project sponsored by the South Bend Regional Art Museum. The canine panel display was created by children who are waiting to be matched with volunteers.

Currently, 175 children are matched with a Big Brother or Big Sister, but 109 children are still waiting to be matched. Children must be between the ages of six and thirteen at the time of referral, and can participate in the program until they reach the age of eighteen or when they graduate from high school.

Volunteers must be eighteen years of age or older, must live or work in St. Joseph County and must cooperate with a screening process that includes securing at least three positive references, completion of a police background check, and an in-depth personal interview and home visit, a personality profile test, and a volunteer training session. Volunteers are required to spend three to five hours a week with the child.

"The matching process is rigorous and detailed. The case-work staff assesses various factors from volunteer, parent, and child interviews to personality, interests, values, travel distance, life experiences and personal histories," Scheidler said.

Pre-match interviews are conducted with the volunteer, parent and child in the child's home. All three people must consent to the proposed match. After this initial introductory meeting, each weekly outing are planned by volunteer and child. The caseworker keeps close contact with volunteer, parent, and child to provide guidance, support, and goal-setting assistance.

Volunteers commit to at least one year of service, but the average length of most matches is 2 1/2 years. The program asks for commitment of at least one year because many children have already experienced great losses and desperately need a secure and stable relationship. In many cases, a one-year commitment results in a lifetime friendship.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters volunteers come from all types of backgrounds, and represent many different groups of people. They are professionals, homemakers, college students, and retirees. All possess the desire to share time, life experiences, and caring.

Big Brothers and Big Sisters receive valuable gifts such as friendship and increased self worth in return for their services. 

Junior Shannon Kasten has been an active Big Sister for two years. She describes the programs as "an experience that makes volunteers feel really good about helping other people. I have learned to value my role as teacher and friend." Kasten and her little sister, Jennifer, meet once a week for two to four hours. Their activities include eating dinner together, watching movies, and doing homework. "My relationship with Jennifer has exposed me to different types of children and in doing so has made me appreciate all that I had as a child."

Kasten, Scheidler, and Collins all agree that a great deal of the program's success is due to the fact that both volunteer and child develop new understandings and perspectives concerning the extremes of childhood relationships and the importance of positive adult guidance.

In the immediate future, Big Brothers/Big Sisters is trying to take all the unmatched children to the Notre Dame-Navy game on October 29th. However, they still need tickets to accommodate the 109 unmatched children. Students who do not plan to attend the game can have the satisfaction of helping a child by donating their student ticket.
The Milwaukee Bucks took the unusual step Tuesday of going public with their decision to pay $100 million guaranteed over nine years — to top draft pick Glenn Robinson.

Robinson said further by confirming exactly what Robinson’s asking for: $100 million over 13 years. That’s four years, $40 million more than the Bucks want to pay, and coach and general manager Delk Robinson said in a news conference billed as a chance to set the record straight for fans.

“I think that’s an end point of our negotiations,” said Robinson.

Robinson, the nation’s leading scorer with 52 points last week. Robinson and his pick Glenn Robinson.
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If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting, auditing, math or law...

get in touch with State Farm.

Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy the advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training, State-of-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Cost-of-living adjustments. Plenty of room to grow.

And you'll enjoy Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving community with the social, cultural and recreational activities afforded by two universities.

Contact your Placement Director, or write Daryl Watson, Assistant Director Home Office Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61701.

State Farm Insurance Companies - Home Offices, Bloomington, Illinois - An Equal Opportunity Employer
Trinity wins at BYU
By JENNIFER LEWIS
Saint Mary's Sports Writer
As the soccer season dwindles down to an end, so does the number of healthy players for Saint Mary's. The battered (4-11) Cougars could not compete with the BYU team in yesterday's game. This could be due to the fact that they only have twelve uninjured players. Eleven players have to be on the field at all times. Therefore, the Cougars only had one substitution for an entire one hundred and twenty minutes.

"For what we had to work with, we played really well," Shari Matsuki said. Saint Mary's managed to hold BYU down early in the first half. Trinity was the first to score. But immediately afterwards, Lisa Nichols passed the ball down the field to Tiffany Raczyinski. Raczyinski went in for a long drive, which appeared to go over the goal, but instead, went over the defenders head and slid into the net, tying the game 1-1. Exhustion took it's toll and the weary Cougars could not keep their motivation up, by halftime Trinity was ahead 4-1, and by second half Trinity scored two more goals making the final score 6-1. "It came down to which team had the most energy," Lisa Nichols said. "We were already exhausted after Saturday's game, not to mention yesterday's game." 

Women prevail over Cougars
By GARRETT KERN
Saint Mary's Sports Writer
This past Friday, the Notre Dame men's and women's swim teams competed against the Cougars of BYU. This was the first competition for both teams this season and the Cougars put up a fight, but only the women prevailed.

The men's team lost, a strong contingent of underclassmen, defeated BYU by the slim score of 160-139.

Freshman Lauren Relay finished first in all three of her individual events and swam on the third place 400-Yd. Medley Relay. Freshman Erin Brooks placed first for the Irish in her two specialty events, the 100 and 200-Yd. backstrokes, as well as leading-off the first place 200-Yd. Relay.

The meet turned in Notre Dame's favor when Relay, Elizabeth Rice, and Joy Michnowicz place first, second, and fourth, consecutively, in the 400-Yd. Individual Medley. Other first place finishers for the Irish were Jeslyn Peterson (100 Yd. breaststroke) and Michnowicz (200Yd. breaststroke).

Unfortunatelly, the men's team did not fair as well against the Cougars as the women. The Irish fell by a score of 119-100.

By Beville who placed first in both the 100 and 200-Yd. butterflys and was a member on the first place 400-Yd. Freestyle Relay.

The bright spot for the Irish came in the 200 Yd. butterfly were Irish swimmers Beville, Alan Shaw, and Matt Blanchong placed first, second, and third, consecutively. BYU came into Notre Dame with strong depth in the distance events, backstrokes, and diving.

Senior David Nashe had the only other individual first place for the Irish in the 100 Yd. freestyle. Nate and Beville teamed up with Senior captain Andy Kiley and junior Dave Doherty for a first place in the 400Yd. Freestyle Relay.

Where do you stand?
LSAT MCAT GRE
Take a free diagnostic test in Notre Dame's Computer Clusters* and get an instant interpreted results on the spot! Discover your test-taking strengths and weaknesses before facing the real test. It's one more way Kaplan, the leader in test prep, helps you get a higher score.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

* To access go from Courseware Server to "other" folder, open "other" folder go to Kaplan folder Open & Start your test!

The Irish Youth Hockey League is looking for volunteers to help with our Youth Hockey League again this season. We are having an informational meeting tonight at the Ice Box from 7:00-9:00. We are looking for some students who have some skating ability, are reliable, dependable and enjoy being around energetic children. For further information, please call the hockey hotline @ 277-7519 and leave a message.

HOCKEY ENTHUSIASTS!
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Sports

Irish blast DePaul 3-0 for first road victory

By JARED PATZKE
Sports Writer

It took eight hours, four minutes and thirty-one seconds for the Notre Dame men's soccer team to score their first goal of the season away from Alumni Field. Midfielder Jason Fox ended the Irish's five game traveling nightmare as he redirected a Tim Oates' shot past DePaul goalkeeper Brett Rosenberger in the 35th minute of the game. The goal was the first of three by the Irish on the day, as they went on to defeat the Blue Demons 3-0.

The Irish offensive unit, which has come to life in the past two games, put continual pressure on the DePaul defense, amassing eight shots in the first half. Notre Dame had an opportunity to take a quick two-goal lead as Tim Oates was awarded a penalty kick with six minutes left to play in the first half; however, Oates' shot was blocked by Rosenberger.

Keith Carlson added the Irish's last two goals of the game in the second half. The first came in the 61st minute of play as he took a cross from Antonio Capasso and put it past Rosenberger. His second goal came in the 70th minute of play as he un-leashed a bullet from 35 yards out. The shot surprised Rosenberger and found the back of the net.

Coach Mike Berticelli only had positive things to say about his team's performance. "This was a good win for us. We came out and relaxed more and just had fun out there playing. Our midfield played a great game. Keith Carlson particularly had an outstanding game."

The Irish defense maintained their consistent brilliance as they blanked the Blue Demons. This marks their seventh shutout of the season.

"We moved Kevin Adkisson to stopper and he dominated that area of the field and shut down DePaul offensively," commented Berticelli. Adkisson was joined by fellow freshman Jarvis Tschance that led Lyons to their No. 2 position in the power polls. However, last night against Cavanaugh, it was the combination of quarterback Julie Byrd and tailback Kandy Tschance that led Lyons to their 20-7 victory over Cavanaugh. It seems as though the two knew where to be to make a connection, whether it was for a first down or a touchdown. Byrd's magic started immediately, as she ran the ball into the endzone within the first two minutes of the game. Later in the first half, Byrd connected with Tschance for her first touchdown of the game, putting Lyons up 13-7 at the half. Cavanaugh showed some impressive offensive line skill, as their quarterback rarely encountered any kind of pressure from Lyons' defense.

"Overall, I think I played pretty good. I had bad plays mixed in with good ones, so I guess you could say that evened out my performance," she said.

The rumors of Mike Miller's demise as a football player at Notre Dame have been greatly exaggerated.

Lineup competition, fundamentals will mark rest of season

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Editor

Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz enters the bye week with some definite plans he hopes will better his football team before the Irish (4-3) host Navy October 29. Holtz vows the Irish, losers of two-straight, will return to fundamentals and also give some younger players a chance to crack the lineup.

"There will be a spring type atmosphere," Holtz said. "It will be very similar in tempo and intensity."

Notre Dame's coach also listed a number of young players that will be given a chance to earn playing time. Ivory Covington and Allen Rossum will be tried in the defensive secondary, along with fellow freshman Jarvis Edison. Starting cornerbacks Bobby Taylor and Shawn Wooden are ailing and it is uncertain how much they will practice. John McLaughlin and Corey Bennett will be looked at rush end and Bill Mikolas at line.

The Observer/Eric Ruethling

The Irish have been looking for all season.

Kim Gold and Badin Hall lose a heart breaker as a two point conversion goes astray.

Saint Mary's Soccer

With only one reserve because of injuries, the Belles were unable to withstand Trinity. See Page 10

Saint Mary's Soccer

Zahn faces Morrissey today at 4:30 on Stepan Fields for the Interhall Soccer Championship.